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 Abstract  The goal of this design challenge was to develop a readily reproducible model to  
  entice movement from traditional lecture style to active learning by exploring  
  multiple peer-collaboration modes to achieve optimal learning outcomes.   
  Throughout the design process, students conducted surveys and interviews to  
  capture the user experience from different perspectives: students across campus,  
  instructors from diverse disciplines, student services and information technology  
  support teams. Active learning classrooms were designed to support the needs of  
  Generation Y students, multiple pedagogical styles and easy shifts within a   
  single session while providing team spaces for academic work beyond   
  scheduled class times. With support of the college, student-led designs   
  came to life and the spaces they created became one of the most popular   
  places to work. Synergistic insights from user research coupled with dynamic   
  group work modes (groups of two, then four and then eight students)   
  became the driving force to achieve creative and well-developed design   
  outcomes within the tight time frame.  
 
 Learning Objectives -  Develop awareness of user experience (emotions, beliefs, preferences,   
   perceptions, physical and psychological responses, behaviors and   
   accomplishments that occur before, during & after use; ISO 9241 210)  

- Develop implications for designing an active learning classroom environment. 

- Gain skills in designing and conducting surveys and interviews. 
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- Get institutional review board (IRB) application approval.   
- Engage in multilevel active learning modes, e.g., small-, medium- and large-

group collaborations, plus various online/face-to-face collaboration techniques 
for design problem-solving. 

- Develop a good understanding of teamwork dynamics: collaboration, consensus 
building and leadership and working effectively with others. 

- Demonstrate storytelling competency in effectively summarizing and visualizing 
research findings that connect the concept development process with innovative 
design solutions.  

 
 Criteria The ultimate learning outcome is for students to become confident in   
  conducting research-driven, holistic, experience-based, collaborative design   
  problem-solving tasks from start to finish. In addition to gaining skills in   
  conventional design research methods including surveys and focus group   
  interviews, new learning objectives include understanding readily available   
  technologies and tools in collaborative instructional environments.  
 
  Learning goals and expected outcomes were reflected in the review matrix.   
  The review matrix was available for students from the beginning and was   
  used for self-assessments, peer-to-peer assessments and mid-term review   
  with the instructor and during the final presentation with guest reviewers.  
 
  The criteria focus on:  
  -  User research + design approach  
   User research being effectively incorporated into the design process   
   from the concept development stage.  
  -  Creative design solution  
   Aesthetics, effectiveness and efficiency of space planning focusing on   
   user experience and human factors reflecting diverse target user groups 
  -  Visual communication/presentation  
   Quality of visual elements, their organization and layout for effective storytelling. 

 
 Process The instructor first announces the project and invites individual students to   
  think about their ideal active learning spaces based on their own experiences  
  and critical thinking of the context. The instructor immerses students in   
  thinking about the problem by asking them to reflect upon their favorite   
  places to work, having them describe key characteristics of those spaces. The  
  students describe traits of the current classroom, focusing on what does and   
  what doesn’t work for them. Then, the instructor asks students to work in   
  pairs to develop lists of space characteristics focusing on 
  1) new generation students—unique user experiences, expectations,    
  preferences, perceptions, behaviors, etc. 

2) rapidly advancing technology—tools to enhance interaction, collaboration and 
effective communication 
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3) various pedagogical styles  
 

The instructor combines groups to form four student groups to conduct more 
formative research using an SNS survey. Students are asked to divide their tasks to 
further develop and better organize information on items 1–3 above from literature 
and survey responses before reporting their findings in a professional manner.  
 
The instructor invites key stakeholders to share different perspectives with students. 
For active learning classrooms, professors with different pedagogical environment 
types—lecture, seminar, lab, studio, etc.—student services/admission staff and IT/AV 
staff are invited for focus group interviews. Invited guests are asked to share their 
current challenges and ideal classrooms. Two or three guests participate together for 
20 minutes, but additional questions are asked and answered online.  
 
The mid-project presentation focuses on concept development, including key 
research findings and preliminary design sketches illustrating overall design 
strategies for items 1–3 above. Based on the presentation, students vote for 
persuasive and innovative ideas, and groups are combined to make larger groups of 
7–8 students. The instructor directs the students to determine roles of each group 
member and to refine design concepts, strategies and solutions to the problem.  
 
By exercising different group work modes, i.e., pairs, four- and eight-student teams 
working together, students immerse themselves in situations that require different 
presentation, negotiation and debate styles. Students move quickly to meet the 
timeline and to produce quality outcomes while exploring their roles in making 
meaningful contributions as team players.  
 
For the final presentation, each student is required to take part, representing the 
group work in a coordinated and professional manner in front of an audience 
consisting of invited guests and members of the class.  

 
 Presentation Method Small-/Medium-group tasks: PowerPoint or Google Drive presentation. 
  Mid-project presentation: 4- to 6-page, 11 × 17-in. color posters for written   
  feedback. 
  Final presentation (7-8 students per group): 4 × 8-ft. poster for presentation 
 
 Evaluation The midterm evaluation is provided by the instructor but is not included in the final  
  grades. Using the same matrix, the final grading is done by student peers and the  
  invited guests who attended the final presentation. Students provide detailed  
  reviews for one another using the following matrix.  

 
1. User research + design approach (30%)  

Research is expressed in the design process and solution. 
Concept communicates the intended meaning. 
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Design process, from initial ideas/concepts to outcomes, is successfully 
demonstrated. 

2. Creative design solution (40%) 
Aesthetics, effectiveness and efficiency of space planning focusing on user 
experience factors reflect needs of diverse target user groups. Ambient factors 
are considered. 
The design concept is successfully realized. 

3. Visual communication/presentation (30%)  
Quality of visual elements, their organization and layout for effective storytelling.  
Successful presentation skills—voice, energy and professional attitude. 
Clear communication. 

 
Each area has a rating scale (7-pt. Likert from unacceptable to excellent) and includes 
comment lines for strengths, areas to further develop and other comments. 
 
Participatory design via partnerships is increasingly important in interior design 
pedagogy and can be beneficial to multiple parties actively involved in the process in 
addition to end users.  For this case, the successful partnership with our college 
allowed the design ideas to be constructed as intended. The most important 
principle of partnerships is to use the opportunity to gain good understanding of all 
stakeholders’ diverse experiences including expectations, hidden needs and 
preferences that are hard to capture otherwise.   
 
Exercising different group work modes ensures a valuable learning opportunity to 
develop better interaction and communication skills in a short time. It may or may not 
help students work quickly or smoothly depending on the team dynamic. 
Nevertheless, by careful use of this method, it is possible to effectively unveil 
strengths and weaknesses to work on in the future.   

 
 Credits College of Human Ecology, Cornell University  

Given that many schools have been striving to develop active learning approaches, 
this junior-year interior studio class partnered with our college leadership to launch 
the project, addressing the growing needs of renovating 1930s classrooms. One of 
the oldest classrooms in the college building was taken as a shell for innovative 
design ideas. The college facilities and the dean’s office supported the students’ 
creative designs, resulting in specifications for mobile and modular workspaces to be 
built in the next semester.  
 
After the 6-week studio, student volunteers were hired by the college facilities team 
to execute proposals. Two of the least desired classrooms are completely 
transformed and are now actively used as classrooms, meeting rooms and study 
areas by the college. The two model classrooms became one of must-see places for 
faculty candidates, visiting scholars and facility administrators from programs 
institution-wide.   
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Group Problem-Solving with Active Learning: 
a holistic user experience approach

OVERVIEW
The ultimate learning outcome of this new course is for students to become confident in conducting research-
driven, user-experience based, and collaborative design problemsolving tasks. 

In addition to gaining skills in conventional design research methods includings suveys  and focus group inter-
views, new learning objectives include understanding emerging technology for capturing user experience and 
gaining skills in design simulation.

This project proposes a new approach to design studio fostering active learning toward optimal user experience 
design. While design studios generally focus on individual design problem-solving, this project explores group 
problem-solving using user interviews/discussions/presentations/reviews and active use of collaborative tech-
nologies.  The design challenge was to design an innovative active learning classroom design for new generation 
students in Cornell’s of Human Ecology.



ASSESSMENT:
Direct measures:

•	 Final presentation posters demonstrating design concepts, 
prototypes, and solutions were evaluated  
by guest reviewers.

•	 Midterm presentation were reviewed by peers and key stake-
holders and evaluated according to the rubric developed by 
the students.

INTENDED OUTCOMES
Knowledge:

•	 Students will understand the principles of user-experience design and the design of active learning 
environments (concept/components of active learning, technology influence, and new generation stu-
dents’ characteristics). 

•	 Students will be able to formulate design research questions and to collect/analyze survey and interview 
data: analyses and address findings in their design solutions.

•	 Students will understand the importance of affective design and performance from diverse angles. 
Skills:

•	 Students will practice effective communication skills using sketches, 3D study models, and descriptions 
for various sized peer group discussions and presentations.

•	 Students will learn 3D prototyping/simulation tools and further develop their skills.
•	 Students will develop a rubric for good design presentations as visual story-telling and practice the 

techniques.
Ultimate outcome:

•	 Students will understand the value of effective communication via self/peer evaluations and gain confi-
dence in team problem-solving and research-driven design.

•	 Students will be able to develop a review rubric for self-assessments and peerevaluations.



1. The class started with small group activities (2, 3-4 students per group) including the development of 
key design concepts, conducting surveys, literature reviews, documenting the findings, and preliminary 
design proposals. After the mid presentation/review with CHE college facilities team and IT mangers, 
students were requested to make two larger groups (7-8 students per group). 

2. Design proposals were further explored based on a rubric for evaluation developed with students to fos-
ter consistent peer evaluation. Each group developed 3D design prototypes using Rhino 3D. Prototypes 
were reviewed and evaluated together once a week. 

3. With basic instructions on 3D prototyping and simulation techniques provided by the instructor, stu-
dents helped each other to further develop their skills and refine their 3D prototypes with design solu-
tions to bring them to their highest quality standard. 

4. Final presentation was given in front of the college Dean, key stakeholders including CHE professors, 
IT managers, Bisset collaborative center managers of Mann Libaray, CTE  Associate director.

TEACHING/LEARNING APPROACH:

Indirect measures:
•	 Course evaluation 
•	 Responses from the guest reviewers and faculty 
•	 Based on this class project, students are currently engaged in 

two projects on campus.



2015 Spring:  
the Active Learning Classroom



Student Work (Group 1) 



Student Work (Group 2)



RENDERINGS



ASSESSMENT CRITIQUE

Evaluation for: 

Design Ideation  + User Research (30%)

Design Solution (30%)

Visual Communication + Presentation (40%)

 
Additional comments / suggestions:

Well formulated, delievered design concepts.  
User research being effectively incorporated into the design process  
from the concept development stage.
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Aesthetics, effectiveness and efficiency of space planning focusing 
on user experience facrors - privacy, adjacency, acoustics, visual 
anchors /views etc. reflecting diverse target user groups. 
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Quality of visual elements, their organization, layout for effective 
storytelling. 
Clear and engaging oral presentation with positive body language, 
strong posture and good eye contact. 
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